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AC F I E L D  AND FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF a-Si:H CONDUCTIVITY AT 4 , 2  K 

B. Pistoulet, F. Roche and A. Cagna 

C. E. E. S. associe' au C.N.B. S., Universite' des Seienees e t  Techniques, 
34060 MontpeZZier Cedex, France 

Abstract. - The a.c. field and frequency dependences of complex conductivi- 
ty of a-Si:H sandwiches are observed at 4.2 K. The results are consistent 
with spatial limitation of motion of carriers, in extended states, confi- 
ned in potential wells. 

Introduction. The frequency dependence of the a.c. conductivity of compensated crys- 
talline, as well as amorphous and glassy semiconductors, has been the subject of a 
large amount of experimental and theoretical research. Since the paper of Pollak and 
Geballe $l),.it has been found, in a large variety of materials, an a.c. conductivity 
5 w , wlth s < I, although in few instances (2) a law a w 2 ,  followed by a 
szguration, not due to spurious series resistances, seems toaChave been observed. 
Models of hopping proposed in order to account for the data have been reviewed by 
Jonscher (3) and Pollak (4). Possible effects of the inhomogeneity of the samples 
were considered by Jonscher ( 5 ) ,  Gilbert and Adkins (6), and the effect of contact 
barriers were taken into account by Fritzsche (7), and by Snell et a1 (8). In the 
case of amorphous silicon, we shall mention the work of Abkowitz et a1 ( 9 ) ,  Snell et 
a1 (8), on glow discharge deposited material, and of G. Rieder (10) on non hydroge- 
nated films obtained by evaporation and annealing. In this paper we report measure- 
ments, performed at 4.2 K, on the frequency dependence of the complex admittance of 
a-Si:H sandwiches, as a function of a.c. field amplitude. 

Experimental results. The samples were a-Si:H films, with metallic electrodes, in 
sandwich configuration, coming from various origins , chiefly : 

- samplesA : undoped a-Si:H,grownat L.G.E.P., C.N.B.S. Paris, by d.c. Sputtering on 
a glass substrate partly coated with chromium-antimony. Evaporated platinum or pla- 
tinum coated with aluminium was used as top electrode (rectifying contact) ; 

- samplesB : phosphorous doped a-Si:H elaborated at Thomson-CSF by C.V.D. on cristal- 
line n+-Si, with or without annealing at 400' C in hydrogen plasma. Top contact was 
obtained by evaporating successively Ti and A1 films (non rectifying contacts). 

Admittance measureme ts were performed, using either a low frequency response analy- 
ser in the range lo-' - lo6 Hz, or a capacitance bridge and a lock-in amplifier 
especially in the frequency range where the conductivity is field dependent. 

Although it will be shown that the sample is probably an inhomogeneous medium consti- 
tuted by domains of different electric properties, it is convenient, in order to 
compare the properties of samples of different origins, size and thickness, to consi- 
der the apparentpermittivity E and conductivity a of an equivalent homogeneous 

ac ac medium which would provide the same sample admittance. 

For all samples we findthat, in the low frequency range, i.e. roughly up to about 
104 Hz, oat increases with frequency and with a.c. field amplitude. In the case of 
samples B (Fig. I), this field dependence is linear, up to at least 7.10~ V/m, and 
given by : 

'ac (E) = (a€ + KO) f (1 )  
where E is the average r.m.s. electric field across the sample, a and K are 
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constants characteristic of the sample, f is the frequency. The values obtained for 
some samples are given in Table I. A d.c. field of similar or higher intensity, su- 
perimposed to the a.c. field, does not change noticeably the value nor the field 
dependence of o showing that this effect is not due to a barrier lowering. A re- 
markable resulta?: that the zero field conductivitv o (0) is ~rooortionaE to fre- a ' .  - -  
quency. In the same frequency range E (E) decreases sfightly when w/E increases and 

ac 
tends towards a limit E~~~ : in first approximation ( E  - 6 ) is a linear func- 

ac lim 
tion of w/E. 

SAEPLE TYPE MlPING LML mP COMACT T H I C m  mTUIE ~ ' S T I C  PNWEEIB 
T 

(rm) 
ko 

(K) &v HZ)-' mrn 
A 0 ~t 1.25 4.2 1.6 ul-l8 2. ul-l2 

B lr3 TL ~1 0.22 4.2 2.4 u)-l8 2.3 10-l2 
B ~i ~1 0.22 4.2 5.1 10-l8 3.8 10-l2 
B 3.n4 Ti Al 0.16 4.2 6.3 10-l8 5.4 10-l2 
B lr5 ~i ~1 0.35 4.2 4.1 lo-'' 0.9 10-l2 

Table 1 

In the high frequency range oac and E do not depend anymore on the field intensity: 
ac 

ua varies as w2 and finally saturates while E remains constant. This effect may 
ac 

not be confounded with that of a spurious series contact resistance Rc, on the condi- 
tion that R is sufficiently small, as shown on Fig. 2. 

Interpretation. Fritzsche (7) ,  Snell et a1.(8), proposed an equivalent circuit con- 
sisting of two parallel RC circuits in series, the one representing the contact bar- 
rier, the other the bulk. We shall consider here that barriers separating potential 
wells may be located at the contact interfaces, and (or) in the bulk in presence of 
spatial fluctuations of potential (Pistoulet et al. (11) ). In the simplest repre- 
sentation of this inhomogeneous medium, composed of stacked sheets, we consider po- 
tential hills of conductivity o occupying a fraction (1 - a) of the total thickness, 
separated by potential wells ofOconductivity o + oR occupying the fraction a of the 
thickness (0 < a < 1). The apparent conductivify and permittivity of this medium 
are then : 

oo ((J~ + OR ( 1  - a)) + w2ciC 
0 = o  + a o  ac o B (oo + oR (1 -a))" + wZcZ s C 

lo In the high frequency range (except possibly at f > 10' Hz) oo << oR, and these 
expressions reduce, by putting r = E ~ ~ /  b0 + 0% (1 - ag, to : 

The experimental data may be well fitted by these expressions (Fig. 2), where ot is 
assumed to be independent of frequency. Besides, at the highest frequencies it 1s 
necessary to consider the decreases of aac and the saturation of o due to the ac 
spurious effect of the series contact resistance R c' 

2' In the low frequency range, WT << I, and it is found from experiment that, at 
the limit of the L.F. and H.F. ranges, cro <c crR so that : 

This equation may only be compatible with the experimental equation ( I )  if QQ is pro- 
portional to w, and oR is proportional to w/E in the L.F. range. This behaviour of 
oR, which is constant in the H.F. range, may be understood if the conductivity is 
due to free carriers in extended states : at low frequency, the motion of these car- 
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riers is limited by the size of the wells, and so, the active current through the 
sample is no more sinusoydal. This has been confirmed by recording this very small 
current. When the ratio w/E is such that the transit time in the wells is small com- 
pared to half a period of the field, the fundamental component of the current is pro- 
portional to w, and independent of the field : 

where z is the thickness of the wells. Thus it appears that the apparent conductivity 
o i  of tge wells, at the fundamental frequency, is proportional to w/E. Replacing a 

9. 
by a; in ( 6 ) ,  we get an expression having the same form as ( I ) .  Furthermore, the va- 
rlatlon of E with w / E ,  due to this limitation of the motion of the carriers in the 
wells, may afEo be explained by a Fourier series development. 

Let us go back to the frequency proportionality of a = (1 - a) oac(o). We may first 
attempt to ascribe this frequency dependence to a hogping conduction mechanism. 
However it is known that the hopping models, which have been developped till now, 
lead to laws o wS with s < 1 ; they are unable to explain values of s equal to 
.unity (10,12) .afn order to overcome this difficulty, we suggest another tentative 
explanation. The conductivity a may be due to electrons of the conduction band jum- 
ping over the barriers, and thig leads to a Debye dispersion law ; the values of the 
time constant involved in this law may be distributed over a large interval as a 
consequence of a continuous distribution of traps, and, as it is known, the result of 
the integration is then a conductivity proportional to w. 

Conclusion. Our data on the field and frequency dependence of the complex conducti- 
vity of a-Si:H sandwiches at 4.2 K may be explained by considering that electrons in 
extended states are located in potential wells. On the other hand, it appears unli- 
kely that the observed low frequency zero field conductivity may be attributed to 
hopping, the hopping conduction being probably overcome by a conduction mechanism of 
the Debye type. 
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